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Watkins Media. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The White Towers, Andy Remic,
Vagandrak is broken, and a new threat has arisen that threatens to defeat even the mighty Iron
Wolves. The twisted, deviant Elf Rats have gathered in the toxic realm beyond the White Lion
Mountains - swiftly they invade the troubled land of Vagandrak, killing for profit and pleasure. The
now-disgraced Iron Wolves are the realm's only hope, but there's a problem: they've been sentenced
to death by the insane King Yoon for the dark sorcery in their blood. In the mountains of Zalazar lie
the White Towers, pillars of legend said to contain the Heart of the Elves. The Iron Wolves must
journey north to steal the Heart, and purify the evil in the land, but the land belongs to the Elves -
and they won't give it up without a fight!.
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An exceptional book and also the font utilized was intriguing to read. This is for all who statte there was not a worth reading. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not
truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Ma r lin B er g str om-- Ma r lin B er g str om
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